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자기부상 기반 지상 모사 비행시험 및 강화학습을 통해 

스스로 학습하는 지능형 비행체 개발 

Self-learning aerial vehicle 
under safety-guaranteed flight test environment based on magnetic levitation 
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1. Introduction 

Numerous flight tests are typically required to develop a high performance micro aerial vehicle (MAV). 

However, these iterative flight tests are usually costly, as well as time-consuming, and run the risk of a 

catastrophic damage like crash. Various test apparatuses, usually consisting of mechanical supports or 

wires, have been employed to prevent such failures when developing flight control systems. 

Nonetheless, these mechanical apparatuses have limitations, such as applying external forces or 

restricting the motion of the experimental model in ways that are unrealistic in an actual flight test. 

The state of the art reinforcement learning (RL) technique, which concerns the way to learn the optimal 

policy through trial-and-error while interacting with the environment, has recently shown outstanding 

performance for solving challenging tasks, sometimes even better than humans. The RL has been 

considered as an alternative way to develop next-generation flight control systems based on its 

outstanding control performance and adaptability to mutable dynamics and environment. 

Although this approach has been successful in numerous simulation based learning cases, there is a 

difficulty in applying this technique directly in the “real flight world” due to the safety concerns. Since 

this trial-and-error based learning procedure can make the MAV unstable during training, there is high 

possibility of crash, before MAV has a chance to learn, by attempting an undesirable action under real 

flight conditions. 

This safety issue forces to utilize the computational simulation environments, to train the model before 

testing it in a real environment, however, it brings other problems called “reality gap”. Due to the 

discrepancies between the simulated model and the real physical system, malfunctions of the physical 

model have often occurred in a real environment, in spite of using a well-trained policy from a simulation 

based RL environment. These difficulties from reality gap and safety issue make it hard to widely apply 

the RL for aerial vehicles. 

Applying a magnetic suspension and balance system (MSBS), which can levitate the MAV model 

without making mechanical contact, to the design procedure of the flight control systems can be an 

alternative solution. This unique characteristic of the MSBS that enables the levitation of the model can 

be utilized to emulate free flight conditions by dynamically adjusting the magnetic forces. 

In this study, a novel methodology to develop the advanced flight control systems is introduced; it 

allows the MAV to learn how to fly by itself, without the risk of damage, while narrowing the reality gap. 

The proposed methodology utilizes the deep RL (DRL) for MAV self-learning, and magnetic levitation 

based emulated flight environment for safe free flight tests. To implement this, we developed several 

experimental apparatuses that consist of MSBS and MAV self-learning system. The feasibility of the 

proposed methodology was verified by demonstrating that a flying wing-shaped MAV could self-learn 

how to use its control surfaces for roll control. 

 

2. Magnetic levitation based safety-guaranteed flight test environment 

To conduct the iterative flight tests safely, an innovative magnetic levitation based safety-guaranteed 

free flight test environment was developed, and named as pseudo flight environment (PFE). The basic 

concept of the PFE is the adjustment of the magnetic force acting on the MAV model, according to its 

condition. Since the force acting on a magnetically levitated MAV model is the sum of aerodynamic and 

magnetic forces, the free flight condition can be achieved when the magnetic force is removed. At the 
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same time, the movement of the model can be restricted by generating an appropriate magnetic force 

to prevent unstable conditions. This makes it possible to emulate free flight condition within a certain 

range for RL, while preventing falling. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Configuration of the developed MSBS, and magnetic levitation of the experimental models 
 

Based on the wide experimental region with high control performance of the developed MSBS, as 

shown in Fig. 1, the PFE can be generated for each of the six DOFs individually, within almost 60mm for 

translational DOFs and 40deg for rotational DOFs, inside a 30x30cm sized test section. Since the 

developed PFE can provide a safety net, as well as a large enough free flight region for the learning 

procedure, it was introduced to develop self-learning MAV based on DRL as a learning environment. 

 

3. MAV self-learning system 

 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the experimental setup for MAV self-learning based on DRL under PFE 
 

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for the MAV self-learning, which consisted of the MSBS 

subsystem and the DRL subsystem. In this study, learning to control the ailerons for roll control was 

selected as the learning problem for demonstration. During the iterative RL procedure, the flying wing-

shaped MAV (agent) decides how to control its aileron angle (action), based on its current roll attitude 

(state), in order to maximize the reward while wind tunnel testing under PFE (environment). 

To implement these procedures, the DRL subsystem is composed of a software environment for policy 

training based on proximal policy optimization (PPO) algorithm, named the DRL environment, and the 

software and hardware interfaces for interacting with real-world, named the SPR to DRL interface and 

the DRL to MAV interface, as shown in the DRL framework in Fig. 3. The developed DRL subsystem 
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allows the MAV to self-learn the optimal control policy to solve the given problem, while interacting with 

real world in real-time, through the use of the vision-based positioning data and the radio control 

system. Figure 4 shows the entire MAV self-learning system developed by integrating the subsystems 

according to the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 

Fig. 3. DRL framework to train MAV how to fly 
 

 

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for MAV self-learning based on DRL under PFE 
 

4. Demonstration of self-learning MAV 

Figure 5 shows some images of the self-learning MAV while the learning was being conducting using 

the developed experimental setup. The PFE was established to provide a free flight condition for the roll 

DOF with outer boundary of ±8deg for safety net. The reward was designed to maintain a certain roll 

attitude (3deg to clockwise direction), which means that MAV could attain a higher reward when the 

error between the current and desired roll angle was decreased. 

The MAV tried to find the best way to control its roll attitude by trial-and-error, by randomly actuating 

the ailerons, as shown in Fig. 5 (a) to (d) and Fig. 6 (left). While interacting with the PFE at freestream 

speed of 5m/s, the MAV succeeded to learn the optimal policy to maximize the reward after 65 iterations, 

as shown in Fig. 5 (e) to (h) and Fig. 6 (right).  
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Fig. 5. Self-learning MAV under PFE: (a-d) in training, (e-h) trained 
 

 

Fig. 6. Time histories for the roll angle of the untrained (left) and trained (right) MAV under PFE 

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper presents a novel methodology to develop the advanced flight control systems, which 

enables the MAV self-learns how to fly without the risk of damage. Experimental apparatuses for real 

world implementation were also developed, and the feasibility of the proposed methodology was 

experimentally demonstrated. In summary, the following are noteworthy: 
 
● The MAV self-learned the optimal policy without an analytical or numerical model for both the MAV 

itself (agent modeling, including dynamic/kinetic equations, actuator dynamics and sensor noise) and 

the flight test environment (environment modeling, including the aerodynamic model). 
 
● Like a toddler self-learning how to walk under a parent’s guide, the MAV could conduct the iterative 

learning safely. The safety was guaranteed, even when attempting undesirable actions which might 

cause the model unstable. This was because of the magnetic constraint moment regeneration to restrict 

further attitude change when the roll angle reached the PFE boundary, as clearly shown in Fig. 6 (left). 
 
These unique advantages allow the effective development of the flight control systems by reducing 

the difficulties in training, and strengthening the benefits of DRL, which has shown the great potential 

based on its outstanding performance with adaptability to mutable dynamics and environments. 


